
Thinking about thinking

Why we sometimes get it wrong in 

health care 

and how we might make it more right



Metacognition



Plan
1. Some thoughts about uncertainty and how a 

pursuit of certainty can cause more harm than 

good
• Featuring Aristotle, Hippocrates, Dan the weatherman and a 

little boy with belly-ache

2. Some thoughts about thinking and how biases 

can lead us to the wrong thoughts 
• Featuring the characters from Inside Out, Thomas Bayes, 

Daniel Kahneman, Pat Crosskerry and Willie Sutton

3. Hospital HealthPathways and how they might 

help us
• Featuring health pathways



First,

Some thoughts about uncertainty



The Clinical Task

• History 

• Examination

• Investigations

• Impression

• Plan



The Clinical Task

• History 
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• Impression

• Plan

Evolving lists of 

differentials

Two lists forming

Using contextual 

probabilities (Baysian 

thinking)



Medicine is an imprecise science





Diagnostic Decision Making 

Research

• The PERC (Pulmonary Embolism Rule-out 
Criteria).

• Derivation Series;

– Of all the patients investigated for PE can we 
retrospectively identify the features which correlated 
with the absence of a PE

• Validation Series;

– Can we then safely apply these features (the tool) to a 
prospective group of patients in whom PE is being 
considered.



Diagnostic Decision Making 

Research
• The PERC (Pulmonary Embolism Rule-out 

Criteria).

– Younger than 50 years old

– pulse <100 per/min

– SaO2>94%

– No unilateral leg swelling

– No haemoptysis

– No Surgery/trauma

– No previous PE/DVT.

– No hormonal treatment
97.3% sensitive



97.3% sensitive = 2.7% false 

negatives

That is, of every 100 patients  who 

have PE, this tool would miss 2 or 

more.



1-2% false negative rate seems to 

be the best we can do.



What does this mean for us?

• If a patient fails PERC then we apply Wells.

• If Wells defines ‘low risk’ and a D-dimer is 

negative, then PE is ruled out (similar 

sensitivity).

• For all others (the majority) they need a 

V/Q scan or a CTPA.



What does this mean for us?

• In Chch ED we investigate 1200 PE patients 
per year.

• Of these, only 100 actually have a PE.

• If we have a 2% miss rate we would send 
home 2 patients each year with untreated PE.

• The mortality of PE is about 5% - so sending 
home 2 PEs per year would result in one 
death every 10 years.



What does this mean for us?

• The definitive test – CTPA - causes death by 
radiation induced fatal cancer in about 1 in 
2000 patients (more in some, less in others).

• If we CT all of the 1200 (to approach 100% 
sensitivity) we would cause about 1 death 
every 20 months.

• It seems a 1 to 2% miss rate is about the right 
balance so that benefit exceeds harm.



What does this mean for us?

• 2 PEs missed per annum

• Probably a few Acute Coronary Syndrome, 

Sub Arrachnoid Haemorrhages, Appendicitis, 

and so on.

• In fact, missed diagnoses of this significance 

occur much less frequenlty than this.



What does this mean for us?

• So;

– Missing significant diagnoses is inevitable.

– Missing too few significant diagnoses probably 

means we have passed the ‘equipoise’ point, 

where harm starts to exceed benefit.

– We seem to be missing diagnoses less than we 

should, which means we are probably harming 

patients by over investigating.



Medicine is an imprecise science

• Conceding and sharing the imprecision is 

important;
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Back to Metacognition



Some evolution of our thinking 

about thinking

• Thomas Bayes – probability 

• Daniel Kahneman – fast and slow thinking

• Pat Croskerry – cognitive biases



Baysian thinking 

e.g. pre-test probability



What do you think of this ECG?



What do you think of this ECG?



What do you think of this ECG?



2005

2006

2011



Fast and slow thinking





Pablo Picasso



Dual Process Theory



Dual process thinking

Croskerry P, Singhal G, Mamede S: Cognitive debiasing 1: Origins of bias and theory of 

debiasing. BMJ Qual Saf 2013; Oct; 22(suppl 2):ii58–64. 



Biases

• Lots of them described

– Contextual (about the context)

– Affective (about the clinician)

– Social (about the clinician’s view of the patient)

• They mostly live in the intuitive mode

• We do most of our thinking in the intuitive 

mode

• So, we have a problem



Contextual biases

• About the context

– What the signs and symptoms appear to 

represent

– What others appear to be thinking 

– What the patient’s past and behaviour 

appear to be telling us



Aggregate bias Gender bias Psych-Out Errors

Anchoring Hindsight bias Representativeness

Ascertainment bias Multiple alternatives Search satisficing

Availability Omission bias Sutton’s Slip

Base rate neglect Order effects Triage-Cueing

Commission bias Outcome bias Unpacking principle

Confirmation bias Overconfidence Vertical line failure

Diagnostic momentum Playing the odds Visceral bias

Attribution error Posterior prob. Ying-Yang Out

Gambler’s Fallacy Premature closure Zebra retreat
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Sutton’s Slip



74 year old man calls the ED for 

advice

• With 

– Cramping abdominal pain

– Loose motions

– Nausea and some vomiting



74 year old man calls the ED for 

advice

• With 

– Cramping abdominal pain

– Loose motions

– Nausea and some vomiting

• Sounds like gastroenteritis

– Keep the fluids up





Sutton’s Slip

Going for where the money is

(common things are common)



Triage Cueing

Geography is destiny



Patient in the Eye Room

• A 42 year old male presents to the ED with a 
complaint of visual blurring

• He has no significant past medical history and his 
vitals are stable other than an elevated respiratory rate

• His physical examination is entirely normal, 
including fundoscopic exam

• He is reassured and sent home

• He returns by ambulance the next day, very unwell

• Diagnosis, methanol poisoning



Methanol model airplane fuel



Anchoring



58 year old woman

• Sudden onset of back pain

• GP referred ?aortic aneurism

• Triage nurse assumed AAA

• Referred Gen Surg

• Admitted Gen Surg

• Died Gen Surg



Psych-Out Error

• Faulty perception of the psychiatric patient

• Underestimation of medical co-morbidity

• Mis-diagnosis of medical conditions as 

psychiatric



42 year old male schizophrenic is 

brought into the ED by his landlady

She says he has been ‘acting strangely’ 
lately, 

going out into the street in his 
underpants



Vital signs

• Temp = 38.5

• P = 105

• BP = 110/58

• RR = 32



Vital signs

Not done



Affective Biases

About the clinician
• Stress

• Fatigue

• Sleep deprivation

• Cognitive overload

• Interruptions 

• Distractions

• Circadian, seasonal mood variation 

• Mood disorders

• Anxiety disorders



Social Biases

About the clinician’s view of the patient
• Racial

• Gender 

• Obesity

• Ageism

• Psychiatric illness

• Drug/alcohol dependency



Cognitive biases

• Will work in the intuitive mode to lead us to 

premature and incorrect conclusions

• Are attractive because we want answers and 

we want them with minimal effort

• Don’t tell us when they’re active





Cognitive characters

With apologies to Disney Pixar 



Cognitive characters

Fast Eddie

– The type 1 (intuitive ) voice



Cognitive characters

Annie Analytical

– the type 2 (analytical) voice



The biases;

Connie Context

Alfred Affective

Suzie Social

Cognitive characters



Cognitive characters

With apologies to Disney Pixar 



So, 

• Fast thinking is good, but biases can cause 

us to jump to wrong conclusions 

• Double check (toggle to type 2) especially 

when sending someone home

‘Don’t forget to ask Annie’



Debiasing Strategies

• Know about DPT and where errors are

• Understand the general nature of the  

biases

• Learn specific strategies debiasing

– Toggle into type 2 thinking

– Forcing functions
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Toggle to two
• Recap/synchronise with patient

– Good for relations too

• Write it down
– mental representation

• Present it verbally
– Mental representation

– Team decision making

• Does it all tie together?
– Does something not fit? 

– Might it fit something else?

• Could it be something completely different?
– Ask someone, or look it up

• Have I ruled out the nasties?



Forcing functions

• Ideally electronic and non voluntary

– E.g. electronic EWS scoring

– Forcing inclusion of RR before filing

– Automatically paging ICU outreach

• Standards and protocols (quasi – forcing)

• Pathways (more checklist than forcing)



Hospital HealthPathways







About Hospital HealthPathways

• Electronic repository of clinical guidance;

– clinical (e.g. drug choice and dose), and 

– process (e.g. who to call and how to find them) 

• Replacing the Blue Book

• Based on the Community HealthPathways model

• Collaborative, consultative and evidence based*

• For all hospital health professionals



Process of pathway development

• Clinical topic is chosen

• Intelligence is gathered – meetings, documents

• Clinical Editor, Technical writer and Subject Matter 
Experts appointed

• Iterations are developed

• Circles of consultation - other experts, end users

• Publication



HHP live site

Utilization

http://canterbury.hospitalhealthpathways.org.nz/index.htm
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Evaluation

MMedSc postgraduate student half way through her year

– Question; What are the features of clinical guidance tools that 

contribute to their success?

– Mostly studying Community acquired pneumonia pathway 

• Utilization

• Compliance

– Also, having a comparative look at pancreatitis and intracranial 

haemorrhage on warfarin pathways



Strengths

Promotes

• Clinical agreement 

• Service development

• Improved patient flow

• Improved/earlier discharge 

planning

• Regional and national 

collaboration

And it is

• Variation

• Adverse events

• Delays

• Conflict

Reduces

• Easy to update or change

• A single source of guidance

• In a common format



And, it helps us toggle to type 2



It is a way of asking Annie





Medicine is an imprecise science

• Conceding and sharing the imprecision is 

important;



Debiasing Strategies

• Know about DPT and where errors are

• Understand the general nature of the  

biases

• Learn specific strategies debiasing

– Toggle into type 2 thinking

– Forcing functions





Discussion


